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CCNM haS a LOT TO CeLebraTe!

In 40 years, what has CCNM accomplished? 

We’ve created the first naturopathic teaching clinic in a Canadian hospital, opened the  
first integrative cancer care and research centre of its kind in eastern Canada, and 
advanced our understanding of naturopathic medicine through trailblazing research.

We’ve graduated 20 per cent of all NDs in North america and our alumni can be  
found all over the world.

We’ve published high-quality textbooks for NDs and students alike, worked alongside 
clinicians and professors to continuously improve our curriculum, and witnessed  
countless numbers of patients improve their health – and life – with naturopathic care.

The College started humbly – the simple dream of those who wanted to uphold  
and protect the principles and values of naturopathic medicine. Today, we offer  
the only Doctor of Naturopathy degree in Canada, in a jurisdiction, Ontario,  
that recognizes naturopathic doctors as regulated health-care professionals under the 
Regulated Health Professions Act.

There’s no telling what the next 40 years will bring.

CCNM report to the Community 2017   1
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In preparation for the years ahead, we are reviewing what makes 
our ND program strong, and where it can be improved. In doing so, 
we have had extensive interaction with members of the profession. 
This started with a major consultation document that was sent 
to over 2,000 stakeholders and approximately 150 submissions 
were received in response. a qualitative researcher analyzed the 
responses and this information was used to prompt discussion  
at a curriculum summit engaging a broad range of stakeholders.  
This summit led to the identification of values that should underpin 
the program. More recently, a major survey has gone to our alumni 
to identify the nature of conditions that new graduates should be 
able to treat, and the knowledge, skills, and attitudes required to  
do so. Information has been received from 318 practitioners  
and is now being analyzed. The College will continue to engage 
members of the profession in a Delphi-style expert consultation 
process to identify the skills, knowledge and attitudes required  
of graduates.

The Ottawa Integrative Cancer Centre (OICC) is currently leading 
several major clinical trials. This work will be complemented by the 
Patterson Institute for Integrative Cancer research, which will be 
developing practice guidelines based upon extensive reviews of the 
existent research. The College launched the Patterson Institute with 
strong support from a grateful patient and his spouse (John and 
Thea Patterson). It is headed by director Dr. Peter Papadogianis, 
ND, the care provider to whom the Pattersons are so grateful. 

The OICC continues to achieve success after success. In September, 
Dr. Dugald Seely, ND was awarded the Dr. rogers prize in 
recognition of his contributions to the field of complementary and 
alternative medicine. Dugald was recently invited to speak to the 
board of the Canadian Partnership against Cancer (CPaC). CPaC 
is an independent organization funded by the federal government 
to accelerate action on cancer control for all Canadians. The recent 
launch of a small study with the Children’s hospital of eastern 
Ontario (CheO) could lead to better support for families whose 
children are undergoing cancer treatment.

The College has launched clinics within three more Toronto 
community health centres, providing the opportunity for all 
fourth-year students to have one clinical shift as a year-long off-site 
experience. and, the Turning Point campaign, the fundraising  
effort to position the College for the future, is approximately half 
way to its goal of $7 million.

as you read through the report to the Community, I hope you 
enjoy the snippets of the past, appreciate the activities underway  
to prepare us for tomorrow, and share our vision of the future.

Dr. Colleen McQuarrie, ND
Chair of the board

FrOM The ChaIr

CCNM is turning 40! as we move towards this anniversary, we are celebrating the successes of the  
first four decades and actively preparing for the decade ahead.
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FrOM The PreSIDeNT

how does a small charity largely dependent on student tuition 
and donations from valued supporters change health care? as 
our vision suggests, we believe the key is the quality and relevance 
of the education we provide, the research we conduct and 
disseminate, and the clinical services that our patients have come 
to depend upon.

as the message from the Chair has outlined, there is much 
to celebrate as the College turns 40. CCNM has proudly 
graduated over 2,500 naturopathic doctors (including 
those from the Ontario College of Naturopathic Medicine, 
CCNM’s predecessor institution); our research is changing the 
understanding and acceptance of naturopathic medicine; and 
our clinical services provide over 50,000 patient visits each 
year. The little College from the former art gallery and Pentecostal 
Tabernacle on benton Street in Kitchener, Ontario has come a long 
way. but if we are to change health care in Canada, North america, 
and beyond, there is still a huge job ahead.

To prepare for the future we are working to establish a strong 
financial base. We have moved from a $423K operating deficit in 
the prior fiscal year to a moderate surplus of $153K. The College 
negotiated the first collective agreement with the faculty union. both 
sides in the negotiation are to be commended for the professional 
and collegial manner in which the agreement was reached.

We are looking to install better systems to support our 
operations. CCNM installed the Med access electronic medical 
record system from Telus at the Ottawa Integrative Cancer Centre 
(OICC), and we are preparing to install it in the robert Schad 
Naturopathic Clinic in Toronto. We are also in the process of 
installing a powerful human resource information system (hrIS) 
that interfaces with our existing financial information system.

The College has secured over $3 million in support from its 
Turning Point campaign. Two recent pledges, one from York Down 
Chemists for $500,000 and another from a private Canadian 
foundation for $650,000, each over five years, have been 
received in support of the opening of an integrative cancer centre 
in Toronto. These are in addition to the $750,000 pledge from 
John and Thea Patterson in the previous year. We have also created 
a registered charity, the OICC Foundation, to allow individuals in 
Ottawa to make donations in support of the integrative cancer care 
that is being delivered in the nation’s capital.

as noted in the Chair’s message, we are preparing for a major 
curriculum change as we move past our 40th anniversary, and this 
year we have launched elective courses so third-year students can 
probe deeper into areas that interest them prior to entering their 
clinical year. a number of these courses are employing a hybrid 
delivery style blending the best of both in-person and online 
education. In addition, we have provided full online delivery for 
continuing medical education oncology courses, as well as for 
prerequisite science courses accessed by potential applicants who 
are missing prerequisites.

So as the College moves fully into middle age, the faculty, staff 
and students are aware of both the importance and the challenge 
of CCNM’s mission. but when it comes to impacting health care 
in a manner that better incorporates naturopathic medicine, as 
the little engine in the childhood story expresses, “We think we 
can, we think we can, we think we can!” 

bob bernhardt, PhD
President and CeO

CCNM will make naturopathic medicine an integral part of health care through pre-eminent  
education, research and clinical services.



in 1986 ccnm relocated to a former elementary 
school at 60 berl avenue in toronto.

40 yr
timeline
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Forty years of learning, educating, and healing. Forty years of 
graduating over 2,500 caring, knowledgeable naturopathic doctors, 
and being an agent for change in Canada’s health-care system.

Forty years of research, clinical training, and strong academic 
leadership. Forty years of friendship and family. Forty years of growth, 
evolution, and vision. 

There’s no telling what the next 40 years will bring.

the canadian college of naturopathic medicine

CeLebraTING 40 YearS
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Time to celebrate
CCNM’S 40th
Anniversary year!

DID YOU KNOW...

Students from St. Lawrence 
College in Kingston 
produced three VHS 
recordings for the College, 
beginning in 1997, intended 
for recruitment and 
promotion: The Natural Path 
(11 minutes), The Natural 
Selection (nine minutes), 
and It’s a Natural Fit (nine 
minutes). Featuring staff and 
students from all years, the 
first two videos were filmed 
at the Yonge and Eglinton 
location and the third one  
at Leslie and Sheppard.

1978 2018
The Ontario College  
of Naturopathic Medicine 
(OCNM) is founded. 
The naturopathic program began as 
an accelerated one for qualified 
health-care practitioners and classes 
were held on the weekends at the 
Chlesea Inn or the Inn on the Park 
in Toronto, Ontario.

1981 

OCNM purchases and moves to 43 Benton Street  
in Kitchener, Ontario, a former art gallery and 
Pentecostal tabernacle.

1982

The John LaPlante 
Memorial Library is 
established at OCNM.

1984 

The College 
moves from 
Kitchener to a 
new location at 
1263 Bay Street 
in Toronto.

1986 

The College relocates again, this time  
to a former elementary school at  
60 Berl Avenue, Toronto. The four acres 
of land backed onto Mimico Creek and  
a forested ravine.

1992

OCNM changes 
its name to 
Canadian College 
of Naturopathic 
Medicine (CCNM).

1996 

The Robert Schad Dinner, held on May 27, 1996, was CCNM’s  
most successful fundraising dinner to date. Held at the Ford Centre 
(now known as the Toronto Centre for the Arts), over $1.2 million was 
raised for the College and David Suzuki provided the keynote address.

1997 

CCNM finds a new home in uptown Toronto 
at the intersection of Yonge Street and 
Eglinton Avenue (2300 Yonge Street, on  
the 18th and 19th floors, to be precise).

CCNM hosted its first open house on  
April 5, 1997. The theme was Balancing Life’s 
Juggling Act and approximately 1,100 people 
attended the event.

1998

Former Toronto mayor  
Mel Lastman issued a 
proclamation declaring 
Naturopathic Medicine Week in 
the city from April 4-11, 1998.

CCNM, in partnership with  
ITP Neilson publishing company, 
released its first book in the 
fall of 1998. Cheryl Lycette, 
ND, compiled an anthology 
of common ailments and their 
naturopathic treatments.

1999 

The College moves again to 1255 Sheppard 
Avenue East in Toronto, and the teaching 
clinic is renamed the Robert Schad 
Naturopathic Clinic (RSNC).

CCNM celebrated its grand opening at 
the new site on Leslie and Sheppard on 
November 12 and 13, 1999. The evening 
started with a ribbon cutting to open the 
Robert Schad Naturopathic Clinic.

DID YOU KNOW...

When CCNM first moved 
to Leslie and Sheppard, 
Student Services was 
located in the lobby, 
to the right of the main 
doors, the marketing  
& communications and 
advancement departments 
were situated on the second 
floor above the clinic, and 
academic administration 
lived on the second floor  
on the classroom side.

2000 

CCNM receives full accreditation 
from the Council on Naturopathic 
Medical Education (CNME).

The Paracelsus Herb Garden was 
designed and project managed by  
Dr. Chris Sowton, ND (Class of 1988). 
Dr. Wayne Steinke, ND  
(Class of 1995), donated  
funds for the creation of  
the garden.

2001 

In 2001, CCNM’s lobby receives a revamp. 
The mural adjacent to the lecture theatre, 
featuring the naturopathic doctor’s oath, 
was painted by Milan Designs.

Body Mind Science (BMS) Resources 
opens in the foyer.

The first Unity Summit is held for  
first-year students. The theme is Vision, 
Empowerment, Spirit and Unity: Making 
Connections at CCNM.

2011 

The Ottawa Integrative Cancer Centre, 
the first integrative cancer care clinic of its 
kind in Eastern Ontario, opens in Ottawa.

2013 

The first naturopathic teaching 
clinic in a hospital setting, 
the Brampton Naturopathic 
Teaching Clinic, opens at 
Brampton Civic Hospital.

2004 

CCNM’s research department launches 
a series of studies in collaboration with 
the Canada Post Corporation and the 
Canadian Union of Postal Workers, 
commencing with an investigation of 
naturopathic care for chronic back pain.

DID YOU KNOW...

FOUNDINg 
members OF 
OCNm

Dr. John LaPlante, 
DC, ND

Dr. Robert 
Farquharson, 
DC, ND

Dr. G. Asa 
Herschoff, 
DC, ND

Dr. Eric Shrubb, 
DC, ND

Dr. Gordon 
Smith, DC, ND

Dr. William  
Morris, DC, ND

56 
students were enrolled at 
OCNM in its first year and

32 
graduated in June, 1981.

PresIDeNts OF  
OCNm/CCNm:

1978 – 1989: 
Arlo Koegler, ND  
(President Emeritus)

1978 – 1981: 
Eric Shrubb, ND

1982 – 1983: 
Robert Farquharson, ND

1988 – 1990: 
Steve Hambly

1990 – 1991: 
Patricia Hutchinson

1991 – 1993: 
Kenneth Pownall

1993 – 1996: 
Donald Warren, ND

1996 – 2003: 
David Schleich

2004 – present: 
Bob Bernhardt 

1983 

When the four-year, 
full-time program was 
launched in 1983, 
OCNM leased the 
former Kitchener-
Waterloo Art Gallery, 
a building in Kitchener 
that was constructed  
on the birth site  
of Sir William Lyon 
MacKenzie King.

Clockwise, top left: Liz and Robert Schad; Gala planning committee; attendees; David Suzuki

DID YOU KNOW...

77 
Potential Sites
Prior to buying its 
current location, CCNM 
representatives visited  
77 potential sites. 

The top finalists were the 
former Seneca College 
nursing school on 
Sheppard and Leslie, and 
the former training campus 
of the Ontario Provincial 
Police in Brampton.

1996 

CCNM launches its  
residency program.

The first annual Naturopathic Café – 
a student fundraiser to showcase the 
many talents of students, faculty and 
staff – is held in early 1996.

Dr. Chris Sowton, ND

40
YEARS

The Canadian College of Naturopathic Medicine

CELEBRATING

2015 

Proclamation of the 
Naturopathy Act in Ontario 
means that all licensed 
naturopathic doctors in the 
province move under the 
Regulated Health Professions 
Act (RHPA), which governs all 
regulated health professions.

2016 

CCNM receives degree-granting 
status. Upon graduation, 
students now receive a Doctor 
of Naturopathy degree.



dr. Kieran cooley, nd, director of research, ccnm
dr. monique aucoin, nd, research fellow, ccnm

evidence based 
research
Our research has  

appeared in over 240 leading  
peer-reviewed journals.
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When ed Mills first joined CCNM in the late ’90s, there wasn’t  
a lot of research taking place at the College.

“There were surveys going on and attempts to collate what was going 
on in the clinic but it wasn’t very protocol driven research. There 
wasn’t an infrastructure to research available at that time,” he recalls.

ed was invited to join the College by Cory ross, CCNM’s then 
vice president academic and executive director of institutional 
development. What started as a volunteer position quickly turned 
into a job as research assistant. ed then became the director of 
research in 2001, a position he held for five years. 

“We took on the perspective that we needed to publish a lot 
for the purpose of legitimacy because people didn’t know who 
we were,” he says of those early years. “anyone who was doing 
complementary medicine in Canada was at the behest of the 
universities – no one took the smaller players seriously so we 
decided to publish a lot.”

With a focus on getting journal articles in peer reviewed literature 
and encouraging staff to publish as well, within a short period of 
time, CCNM research was being featured in over 50 publications  
a year, an extremely impressive feat for such a small team. 

according to Mills, a catalytic moment for the department came 
when the College received a substantial grant from The Ontario 
hIV Treatment Networks in 2002, to conduct a randomized 
pharmacokinetic clinical trial.

“That really put us on the map. We got a legitimate research grant  
to do a clinical trial so we had to build a lot of infrastructure quickly.”

That infrastructure included the creation of the research ethics 
committee, formerly chaired by Keith Pownall, CCNM’s legal 
counsel, and hiring more staff including current CCNM executive 
director of research, Dr. Dugald Seely, ND, and director of research, 
Dr. Kieran Cooley, ND.

Though he was interested in research during his undergrad, it wasn’t 
high on Cooley’s priority list while he was a student at CCNM. 
however, a chance opportunity changed all of that.

CCNM’s department of research is the leading North american research centre in naturopathic medicine. 
at present, our team is conducting millions of dollars worth of studies and clinical trials in areas such 
cancer and diabetes. as the College prepares to commemorate its 40th year, we look back on how the 
department got its start and set the stage for success.

bUILDING reSearCh 
FrOM The  
GrOUND UP

dr. Jean seely, director of breast imaging at the ottawa  
hospital (left) with dr. dugald seely, nd. the pair and other 
researchers are studying new 3d mammography equipment.

Published systematic review:
Pellagra may be a rare secondary complication of 
anorexia nervosa: a systematic review of the literature.
prousky Je. 

aLTerN MeD reV. 2003 MaY 8(2):180-5

ccnm’s Firsts

Original research study:
The safety of over-the-counter niacin. A randomized  
placebo-controlled trial [ISRCTN18054903].
mills e, prousky J, raskin g, gagnier J, rachlis b, montori vm, Juurlink d. 

bMC CLIN PharMaCOL. 2003 NOV 13;3:4
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In his roles as founder and executive director of the Ottawa  
Integrative Cancer Centre (OICC) and executive director of  
research at CCNM, Dugald is leading the development of the  
field of integrative and naturopathic oncology. 

Since opening its doors in 2011, the OICC has been providing  
whole-person integrative cancer care to those living with this  
debilitating disease. Through Dugald’s leadership, the OICC  
has created partnerships with many hospitals and medical  
professionals that are helping build the credibility and appeal  
for integrative oncology in Canada and internationally. among a  
few of Dugald’s achievements as a researcher and clinician which 
contributed to his recognition are:

•	 His	randomized	trial	for	cardiovascular	disease	prevention	through	
naturopathic medicine was published in the Canadian Medical  
Association Journal – the first and only example of a clinical trial on 
naturopathy being published in this medical journal.

•	 He	is	co-leading	the	$3.85	million	Thoracic	POISE	project	–	 
an eleven year study that will explore the impact of integrative 
cancer care for patients with lung and gastroesophageal cancers. 
The study is being done in conjunction with the Ottawa hospital 
research Institute.

•	 He	is	the	Canadian	lead	investigator	for	the	Canadian/US 
Integrative Oncology Study (CUSIOS) being done in conjunction 
with bastyr University research Institute in the State of Washington. 
This is the largest-ever North american observational study  
to assess integrative oncology for people with late stage cancer.

This past fall, Dugald was awarded the 2017 Dr. rogers Prize  
for excellence in Complementary and alternative Medicine.  
The $250,000 prize is the largest of its kind in Canada and  
highlights the important contributions of complementary and  
alternative medicine to health care.

What solidified [his interest in research] was an opportunity to  
be involved in the first Canada Post trial. “ed was looking for 
clinician researchers to work on the low back pain study and I 
thought ‘hey that sounds interesting.’ It just kept going on after that. 
I don’t know if I would have gone into research had it not been for 
that opportunity,” he says.

In 2004 CCNM took on a pilot project in conjunction with the 
Canada Post Corporation and the Canadian Union of Postal 
Workers to study the effectiveness of naturopathic treatments for 
rotator-cuff tendonitis, stress, chronic back pain and cardiovascular 
disease. results from the last study – which showed a significant 
reduction in the risk of cardiovascular events – were published in the 
Canadian Medical Association Journal. The remaining studies were 
published in peer-reviewed journals and a companion piece on the 
cost-effectiveness of naturopathic treatments was published in  
The Journal of Occupational and Environmental Medicine.

as a graduate of CCNM, Cooley has witnessed the growth of the 
research department first-hand, and the impact it has had on today’s 
generation of students.

“as a student, there were almost no opportunities to be involved in 
research. Now we have initiatives like the Student Innovation Fund, 
the research Club, and our annual research Day. I think we’re 
really focused on trying to get students more involved and educated 
about research skills and incorporating them into their practice.”

For Seely, the advancement of research at CCNM has been crucial 
in establishing legitimacy for the profession.

“For the larger external audience and for policy, [research] is important 
because it shows that the profession is interested in rigorously evaluating 
the safety and effectiveness of our medicine and that were putting it 
under the same intense scrutiny as any other medicine.”

building a solid foundation of research has also helped CCNM secure 
substantial research grants and establish partnerships with other 
health-care providers; a trend he sees continuing on in the future.

“I think we will be approached as a real partner for larger scale studies 
to evaluate the impact of naturopathic medicine in a variety of chronic 
diseases and we will be a resource to design and conduct these studies.”

“It will be more of an integrative approach to research for an 
integrative approach to medicine.” *

naturopathic research pioneer, dr. dugald seely, nd

dr. dugald seely, nd, was awarded 
the prestigious 2017 dr. rogers prize  
for excellence in complementary and 
alternative medicine. 

dugald and his wife sarah.



the importance oF research

We asked members of CCNM’s research team (past and present), for their thoughts 
on the importance of research. here’s what they had to say: 

 ed mills, former executive director of research 
“ [Research] contributes to a community where people ask questions and seek to answer them in a valid way.”

 dr. deborah Kennedy, ND, research associate

“ I believe that research is very important as evidenced by the virtual explosion of research conducted on many of  
the products or approaches that naturopathic doctors have historically used. Increasingly the research supports the 
approaches we as NDs have utilized, which is great and it has also demonstrated additional approaches or uses.  
I believe that as a profession we really do need to further research our treatment approaches. While conventional 
researchers are demonstrating the effectiveness of many of the products that we use, this research may not always 
align with how NDs might use the product.”

 dr. Kieran cooley, ND, director of research

“ Naturopathy was a profession built on traditional knowledge and while you can’t ignore or forget about  
that, the evidence-based medicine principles are training you to be a sophisticated learner. I think that’s where  
the real value is – we’re teaching people how to learn and adapt based on new information and that’s why  
it has such a key role.”

 dr. heidi Fritz, ND, former research fellow 

“ I believe that research is important for several reasons. Firstly, it provides evidence to inform clinical practice.  
While it may not answer all clinical questions directly, it can provide a basis to make sound and reasonable 
recommendations. Secondly, the language of scientific research is a common language with other health-care providers,  
so it can provide a basis for collaboration and communication with other professionals. Finally, the right kinds of  
research may also carry some political weight, as we argue for a greater role for NDs in the health-care system.”
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 dr. dugald seely, ND, executive director of research at CCNM, 
founder and executive director, Ottawa Integrative Cancer Centre (OICC) 

“ I think it’s important to demonstrate to our students that research can in fact be done effectively to evaluate 
naturopathic medicine and to consider the available evidence for our therapies.”
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The Patterson Institute will collaborate with the Ottawa Integrative 
Cancer Centre (OICC) and the Toronto Integrative Cancer Centre 
(TICC) to provide the best integrative cancer care in Canada. These 
centres design and deliver evidence-informed integrative cancer care, 
consistent with the person-centred approach included in CCNM’s 
curriculum and promoted by Cancer Care Ontario.

Founding donors
The Patterson Institute’s founding donors, John and Thea 
Patterson, personally experienced the role integrative cancer care 
can play in a patient’s cancer care, when it played a pivotal role in 
John’s eight-year journey with cancer. That experience led John and 
Thea to CCNM with an offer to work together to strengthen and 
expand the integration of cancer care across the country.

The Pattersons are also responsible for the establishment of the 
abbey retreat Centre, a retreat for people with cancer and their 
supportive partner or caregiver. at the abbey retreat Centre, 
a blend of the social, psychological, emotional, spiritual and 
functional aspects of the patient journey will be provided in a 
peaceful setting called abbey Gardens in haliburton, Ontario.

Joining the Pattersons in supporting the Patterson Institute  
is founding sponsor, York Downs Chemists, which has made a 
five-year pledge to support the Patterson Institute’s research, 
clinical care and continuing education programs. York Downs’ 
commitment continues the pioneering spirit of David Garshowitz, 
an advocate for integrative medicine, who passed away in 2017.

eLeVaTING 
INTeGraTIVe 
CaNCer Care

This was an exciting year for CCNM when its new Patterson Institute for Integrative Cancer research 
(the Patterson Institute) and the abbey retreat Centre were launched, greatly expanding CCNM’s 
excellence in evidence-based integrative cancer research, education and patient care.

“We hope that as a result of our support to bring together the leading thinkers  
in integrative cancer care, patient experience will benefit greatly in the future.” 

 John and thea patterson



John and thea patterson
Founding donors, the patterson institute

integrative
cancer care

Delivering evidence-informed 
integrative cancer care, consistent  
with the person-centred approach 
included in CCNM’s curriculum.
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expanding research base
The Patterson Institute operates at CCNM, with efforts focused 
on developing clinical guidance documents for integrative cancer 
therapies. One way to achieve this is through the publication of 
literature reviews in peer-reviewed journals to help inform further 
research. This goal will be reached in 2018 with planned publications 
on the use of nutritional agents and asian and North american 
botanicals, looking at how these can best be used in clinical practice. 
Once published, integrative cancer care guidelines will be developed 
to inform clinical care, and enhance patient well-being.

Dr. Peter Papadogianis, ND, is the director of the Patterson Institute 
and a board member at the abbey retreat Centre. In his active 
practice, Peter sees first-hand the benefits of providing integrative 
cancer care to his patients.

CCNM’s integrative cancer centres will serve to further transform 
integrative cancer care in Canada. To date, CCNM has received more 

than $11 million in cancer research funding to examine a variety  
of approaches for cancer care. Major areas of activity include a large 
trial for lung and gastroesophageal cancers and an observational  
study exploring patient outcomes for late stage cancer patients at 
integrative oncology centres across North america.

educational excellence
CCNM provides comprehensive evidence-based training in 
integrative oncology to naturopathic doctors and other allied 
health-care providers across Canada. It aspires to be the leading 
North american provider of post-graduate training that combines 
classroom and clinical mentorship with experts in the field.

CCNM’s expanded focus on integrative cancer care will further 
support patients, their families, and health-care providers with 
research, education and care to improve the patient journey and 
enhance patient outcomes. *

david garshowitz was a pioneer in the industry, promoting innovative, holistic approaches to wellness that are becoming mainstream. he built a team of like-minded  
professionals at york down chemists who continue in the same spirit. 

York Downs Chemists has made a five-year pledge to support the Patterson 
Institute’s research, clinical care and continuing education programs. York Downs’ 
commitment continues the pioneering spirit of David Garshowitz, an advocate  
for integrative medicine, who passed away in 2017.

“My personal mission is to ensure cancer care that focuses on the whole person,  
not just on treating the disease itself, is widely available. We will see enhanced  
outcomes when naturopathic doctors can more seamlessly integrate patient care  
with conventional medical practitioners.”

  dr. peter papadogianis, nd



Top: Dr. Dan Lander, ND, director 
of the Toronto Integrative Cancer 
Centre (TICC), provides care to  
a patient.

Left: Dr. Peter Papadogianis, ND, 
director of the Patterson Institute.

below: haliburton, Ontario – home  
of the abbey retreat Centre.



dr. mitchell Zeifman, nd,
associate dean of clinical education, ccnm

high quality  
clinical services
Patients are pleased with the 

 services they receive from us and 
understand the benefit that  

comes from the care we offer.
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CarING FOr DIVerSe 
POPULaTIONS aT  
CCNM’S SaTeLLITe  
heaLTh CLINICS

Welcoming new chcs 
Under the direction of associate dean of clinical education,  
Dr. Mitchell Zeifman, ND, CCNM has partnered with three new 
ChCs in the past year. The three clinics – Unison health and 
Community Services, Flemingdon health Centre, and rexdale 
Jamestown hub – have large and diverse catchment areas, plus  
a great demand for health-care services from its residents.

The Class of 2003 graduate explains that both interns and  
ChCs benefit from the move; patients have been asking for 
naturopathic medicine and interns can stay at a ChC for one full 
year, as opposed to spending only one, four-month clinical term.

“With the three new sites, every student gets out to one of the  
ChCs or the brampton Naturopathic Teaching Clinic,” says Mitchell. 
“Patients are pleased with the services they receive from us and ChCs 
also understand the benefit that comes from the care that we offer.

“Up until this point, in order to distribute the experience of being  
at a ChC, we’ve only been able to place students for a semester,” 
he adds. “It was a problem for patients because they had to start 
over with a new intern every four months. These are long-term, 

chronic care situations so that was stressful for many of them.  
The supervisors also had to train a whole new team of students 
every four months, but now interns can get accustomed to the  
ChC and work for the full year.”

Underwritten and administered by CCNM, 11 individual clinical 
shifts operate at the eight ChCs – two shifts at Queen West Central 
Toronto Community health Centre, three at Sherbourne health 
Centre, and one at the other sites. Supervisors and interns are given 
separate space for their clinical work, but regular communication 
with the ChC’s other health-care providers – such as exchanging 
patient information for the betterment of their care – is common. 

“The faculty supervisors take on a lot of responsibility at the ChCs. 
They do a superb job of running a busy clinic fairly independently. 
They are hired to teach and oversee care, but they end up doing 
a lot of extra administrative work. Their dedication is pretty 
remarkable,” says Mitchell. 

For Class of 2000 graduate Dr. Valerie Franc, ND, supervising 
clinic interns at Sherbourne health Centre is a rewarding 
experience in many ways. 

dr. valerie Franc, nd, supervisor at  
sherbourne health centre.

In the fourth year of the program, students intern at one of CCNM’s eight community health-care clinics 
(ChCs) across the Greater Toronto area. In addition to providing naturopathic care in various locations 
scattered across the city, interns are exposed to a multitude of patient health concerns and population 
demographics not typically seen at the robert Schad Naturopathic Clinic (rSNC), CCNM’s teaching clinic.

“Patients are pleased with the services they receive from us and CHCs also  
understand the benefit that comes from the care that we offer.” 

 dr. mitchell Zeifman, nd
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“I have the honour of watching our students grow and develop their 
skills. I love seeing them learn to develop protocols and experience 
the same way I did when I first saw the healing power and potential 
of naturopathic therapies,” she says.

“Getting to know the future members of the profession, being 
able to make a difference in their lives and developing a personal 
relationship with them is my favorite part of being supervisor.”

the success of cultural training
In 2016, CCNM introduced cultural training for interns and faculty 
at ChCs. The program was initiated by Class of 2007 graduate 
Dr. Cyndi Gilbert, ND, clinical supervisor at Queen West Central 
Toronto Community health Centre, to provide insight and tools to 
work with patients of different viewpoints and cultural backgrounds.

although Cyndi has held her role at the ChC since 2012, 
supervising interns on the Friday shift, the idea of cultural sensitivity 
training was a seed first planted while attending CCNM. 

“as I was going through school, I realized that NDs could be ahead 
of the curve because of the kind of preventative, individualized 
health care we provide. In our lectures and textbooks, there are 

a lot of examples of heteronormativity and light skin, but not any 
broader examples of the community we live in. I’ve worked hard at 
my practice to represent the diversity of people and of Toronto,” 
she explains.

The first training session for interns and faculty was held in  
May 2016 and focused on LGTbQ health and aboriginal 
populations. In 2017, Cyndi brought in more facilitators – 
including Douglas Stewart from Competence Consultants and 
associates and Dr. Joanne McCarthy, ND, First Nations member 
and CCNM Class of 2005 graduate – to discuss how concepts 
such as positionality, social identity, and privilege play out in 
health-care delivery. 

The training has been so successful that steps are being taken to 
integrate cultural competency into CCNM’s curriculum and clinical 
training from an earlier stage.

“I always think there’s room for growth,” reveals Cyndi. “I would like 
to ensure that diversity, accessibility, and human rights management 
is incorporated into each course, so different types of skin tones, 
families, and standardized patients are represented. We’re just at  
the very beginning.” *

Flemingdon Health Centre 
Neighbourhood: Flemingdon Park

Characteristics: high pediatric  
population (30 per cent more than  
the City of Toronto average)

rexdale Jamestown Hub 
Neighbourhood: rexdale

Characteristics: The ChC contains a  
dental suite and offers family care,  
dietary support, and other social services  
and programs

Unison Health & Community services 
Neighbourhood: Lawrence heights

Characteristics: Lower income,  
with a high density of public housing

an overvieW oF ccnm’s neWest community health care clinics

“ I have the honour of watching our students grow and develop their skills.  
 I love seeing them learn to develop protocols and experience the same way I did  
 when I first saw the healing power and potential of naturopathic therapies.”
 dr. valerie Franc, nd, supervisor at sherbourne health centre
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ccnm community health centres

1. LaMP Community health Centre; 2. Parkdale Community health Centre; 3. Queen West Central Toronto Community 
health Centre; 4. anishnawbe health Toronto; 5. Sherbourne health Centre; 6. Flemingdon health Centre;  
7. Unison health and Community Services; 8. rexdale Jamestown hub
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dr. neemez Kassam, nd, associate professor, ccnm

 teaching  
excellence

Our faculty brings together leading 
researchers, clinicians and teachers  

in naturopathic medicine.
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Just how many of these awards has Neemez won? a total of ten,  
in the following years: 2005 – 2011, 2014, and 2016 – 2017.

Neemez (Class of 2002) is humble about these accomplishments. 
Still, students and colleagues would agree that he makes asian 
medicine and acupuncture fun and dynamic – not to mention, he 
genuinely cares about his students and their learning outcomes.

“he’s entertaining, engaging, and charismatic, and makes it  
clear why what he’s teaching is relevant,” says Dr. Nick De Groot, 
dean of CCNM. “he’s designed a good learning experience and  
the practical and teaching components are well thought out.  
The students really enjoy his classes.” 

growth of his teaching style
Years of competing in elite sports left Neemez with nagging injuries 
that conventional treatments couldn’t quite heal. his brother’s 
friend introduced him to naturopathic medicine and encouraged 
him to get in contact with a local clinic.

a few sessions with the acupuncturist “worked so phenomenally 
well,” as Neemez puts it, that he no longer needed to use pain or 
anti-inflammatory medication. 

before transferring to CCNM to complete his third and fourth 
year, Neemez obtained a dual degree in naturopathic medicine  
and acupuncture from bastyr University. after he graduated, 
Neemez was quickly offered a position to teach asian medicine  
and prepared an entire curriculum in less than two weeks. 

ShOWCaSING  
TeaChING exCeLLeNCe 
aT CCNM

For the past 17 years, faculty member Dr. Neemez Kassam, ND, has always been involved in the educational 
side of the program at CCNM. In those years, his impact on students has been so inspirational that a 
number of graduating classes have selected Neemez as the recipient of the excellence in Teaching award 
for Outstanding academic Instruction.

at the heart of his approach is doctor as teacher – with pattern recognition  
techniques (a method of categorizing diverse classes of information into common 
groupings) and a lot of humour thrown in.

students sit attentively in class.
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“It feels amazing! If I can keep doing it, I would love it,” he says  
of teaching. “The changes I’ve seen in 17 years have been fantastic. 
When I started, we had smaller groups of students and the 
percentage of grads that stayed in the profession was lower.  
Now, students want to change the culture and are developing their 
practices sooner.”

Neemez’s own teaching style has changed over the years to 
account for a younger and more enthusiastic student body whose 
technological literacy and social media savvy are second nature. 
at the heart of his approach is doctor as teacher – with pattern 
recognition techniques (a method of categorizing diverse classes  
of information into common groupings) and a lot of humour 
thrown in.

“I use a standard lecture style and PowerPoint in my classes, but 
it’s really about the interplay between the words and the screen,” 
he explains. “You can sit and read a book and get the same 
information, but it’s about retention and how students will use the 
information in their future clinical practice that I focus on in each 
lecture. For every slide we go through, we integrate and synthesize 
it with another slide.”

as a faculty member at CCNM, he has held many positions 
(including heading the department of asian medicine) and taught 
countless classes – but his most important role is dedicated to 
teaching and empowering the future generation of NDs.

looking ahead by looking back
For nearly two decades, Neemez has been a witness to CCNM’s 
unfolding history. he remembers interviewing to become a student 
at the old Yonge and eglinton location and moving the following 
year to the current site on Sheppard and Leslie. What the College 
has done is that time is astounding.

“The size of the robert Schad Naturopathic Clinic, proclamation, 
the Ottawa Integrative Cancer Centre – the profession’s leadership 
has done a great job getting everyone around to notice us. We’re 
taken more seriously by conventional medicine than we were 
before, and the best part is that we’re still evolving,” Neemez says. 

“I haven’t seen many people leave. There’s been a core nucleus  
and everyone is always nice and happy to see you. This is one of the 
best parts of CCNM. No matter what happens, we’ll always have 
that consistency and comfort here.” *

“He’s entertaining, engaging, and charismatic, and makes it clear why what he’s  
teaching is relevant. He’s designed a good learning experience and the practical and 
teaching components are well thought out. The students really enjoy his classes.” 

 nick de groot, nd, dean of ccnm, on dr. neemez Kassam, nd



CCNM students are bright, 
enthusiastic, and committed to the 
principles of naturopathic medicine. 
Our faculty work collaboratively to 
help students become successful 
naturopathic doctors.
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STUDeNT aND  
aLUMNI SUCCeSS –  
aLL IN The FaMILY
Dr. Zeynep Uraz, ND,  
and Dr. alan Vu, ND

dr. alan vu, nd, and dr. Zeynep uraz, nd,  
with children leyla and tom.

Class of 2006 graduates Dr. Zeynep Uraz, ND, and Dr. alan Vu, ND, have been married for 10 years. 
Their schedule is packed with activity – they’re both professors and clinic supervisors at CCNM,  
operate their own private practice, a to Z Wellness, collaborate on projects, and most importantly,  
are parents to a young daughter and son.

It’s surprisingly easy to be business and life partners, alan says, 
because they both recognize the various challenges of being NDs 
and small business owners. That core of understanding started 
when they first met, introduced to each other by a fellow classmate 
on the bus to unity summit in their first year. They got to know one 
another in class – always being placed in the same breakout groups 
due to their last names (U and V) gave them plenty of opportunities 
to talk and become friends.

“We quickly realized that we had a lot in common,” Zeynep 
recalls. “We both grew up in Toronto and even lived in the same 
neighbourhood for some time. We often joke that we probably 
ran into each other when we were kids. We both have childhood 
memories in some of the same places in our old neighbourhood.

“We also studied a lot together, and well, the rest is history.”

as students, Zeynep, alan, and their classmates took written  
notes in class, could only access the internet on the computers in 
the library, and saved their assignments on floppy disks. 

but as professors in the digital age, they’ve had to modernize  
the learning environment for students. It’s an ongoing – but 
rewarding – process. 

“I’ve tried to include more discussions, active learning techniques, 
and bring in clinical relevance where possible. I attempt to teach 
my students to think in a clinical context in the classroom, try to 
incorporate cases and clinical questions, and use technology (such as 
Google docs) to have students participate,” explains Zeynep.

“Teaching has had to change” agrees alan. “I do small group  
work, and so I’m trying to focus on getting the students to think 
critically and really evaluate the information they are presented with. 
There are so many different sources; who do you trust? Why or why 
not? hopefully we can engender this kind of thinking in our patients 
too by role modelling it as clinicians and it starts as students.”

Last year they attended the curriculum summit at CCNM. They 
typically	avoid	attending	weekend	conferences	to	maintain	their	work/
life balance, but as faculty and members of the profession, felt that  
it was important to be involved in the reshaping of the curriculum.

“I think it’s great to continually reevaluate the program and help 
better equip our grads for success. I’ve heard many of these ideas 
debated for years, and so I definitely think they are worth exploring,” 
alan says of the coming improvements to the curriculum. “There’s  
a lot of potential for great changes!”  *

“  I do small group work, and so I’m trying to focus on getting the students to  
think critically and really evaluate the information they are presented with.  
There are so many different sources; who do you trust? Why or why not?”

 dr. alan vu, nd



dr. Zeynep uraz, nd, associate professor 
and lead clinical supervisor of the fertility 
focus, ccnm

dr. alan vu, nd, part-time academic  
and clinical faculty, ccnm

student and  
alumni success
The connections made at  

CCNM form the backbone of every 
student’s journey through the program  

and guide their future career paths.
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Their late father, Cornelius, was a German-trained medical doctor 
who used acupuncture, nutrition, and botanical remedies in his 
practice, while their mother prepared meals using animals they 
raised themselves and ingredients from the home garden.

“Our parents emphasized the role of spirituality in our lives, especially 
where health is concerned,” says Melaika. “Many a time, as I sat in  
my classes at CCNM, I could hear our parents’ voices imparting 
these very lessons to me. I am truly grateful to our parents for their 
love and devotion in shaping us into the doctors we are today.”

after graduating in 2007, Melaika returned to their native  
Tobago to practise. Melvia, a Class of 2012 graduate, became a 
clinic resident at CCNM and is now part-time academic faculty. 
Though their paths have diverged, they keep in close contact and 
are united in their passion for naturopathic medicine.

“I used to pick her brain and was often her guinea pig when she  
was a student,” Melvia says. “having ND conversations is easier 
because she always had these conversations with me.”

Growing up in their native Tobago, Melaika was, in her words,  
the “typical big sister” – firmly in the leadership role, overprotective, 

and wanting to set a good example for her younger siblings.  
her studious nature influenced Melvia deeply; in primary school, 
she would often go to Melaika’s classes and sit.

That trend would continue as adults – when Melaika was enrolled 
as a student, Melvia sat at the back of her classes a few times  
to get a feel for the education. and just like her older sister, those 
classes reinforced in Melvia what their parents had instilled in 
them from a young age.

Their practices are fairly complementary as well, focusing on  
a holistic approach to patient care. The types of health concerns 
they treat may be different, but the emphasis on treating the 
whole person remains the constant, a lesson grounded from  
their days as children.

“For me, I love it, it’s my passion,” Melvia says of naturopathic 
medicine. “I love the principles and I try to embody them 
regardless of what modalities I use, in order to help and serve 
others. Our parents taught us to shine a light in the best way we 
could and show up in whatever capacity we are needed.”  *

“ For me, I love it, it’s my passion. I love the principles and I try to embody them regardless  
of what modalities I use, in order to help and serve others. Our parents taught us to shine  
a light in the best way we could and show up in whatever capacity we are needed.”

 dr. melvia agbeko, nd

Dr. Melaika agbeko, ND, and Dr. Melvia agbeko, ND, the second-oldest and second-youngest  
of five sisters respectively, grew up in an environment that encouraged personal growth, vitalism, and 
staying rooted to the earth.

STUDeNT aND  
aLUMNI SUCCeSS – 
SISTer aCT
Dr. Melaika agbeko, ND,  
and Dr. Melvia agbeko, ND

dr. melvia agbeko, nd, and dr. melaika agbeko, nd
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Top: Dr. Melaika agbeko, ND, 
practises naturopathic medicine at 
Natura Mara health and Wellness 
Clinic in Lowlands, Tobago.  
Dr. Melvia agbeko, ND, is part-time 
academic faculty at CCNM and 
practises at Trinity health Clinic  
in Toronto.

Left: Class of 2012 graduate  
Dr. Melvia agbeko, ND.

below: Class of 2007 graduate  
Dr. Melaika agbeko, ND.

canada

tobago

lowlands

toronto

4,030 KM

tobago
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With 125 graduates, the Class of 2003 was the largest one in the 
College’s history at that point, and both remember the excitement 
of belonging to a growing profession and feeling like pioneers.

“We really felt like we were changing the landscape of naturopathic 
medicine	and	our	input	would	mold/impact	the	CCNM	community,”	
say andrea and arnel. “a unique opportunity was upon us.”

They were just in their first year when the College opened at Leslie 
and Sheppard. Living in residence was an unfamiliar but magical 
experience for two students from Western Canada (arnel hailed 
from Winnipeg and andrea from edmonton). The two started 
as roommates, became friends, and eventually entered into a 
relationship. They married in 2004, one year after graduating.

“‘You should never date your roommate,’ they told me. but my 
roommate was smart, witty, and handsome. I let him borrow 
my homeopathy notes and he helped decode pathology and 
biochemistry,” says andrea.

“If you asked anyone who meets andrea, to this day, they would still tell 
you that her warm personality and soft smile is captivating,” arnel says. 
“We served on the student council together in our second year and  
I got to know her on a different level – she had a savvy business sense,  
an adventurous personality and was not afraid to take a leap of faith. 

“I guess life partners always start out as great friends.”

When it came time to set down roots and start practising as NDs, 
they chose Calgary over their respective hometowns. The city 
appealed to them for many reasons – Calgary is mid-sized but not 
uncomfortably large, bustling but not overwhelming, and offers a 
plethora of opportunities for young professionals to thrive.

On the advice of friends and family, arnel and andrea opted to 
develop their own approach to health care first before combining 
their practices. So prior to establishing their clinic, and armed with 
a determination to succeed, andrea would travel six hours east to 
Swift Current, Saskatchewan, to practise in a clinic a few times per 
month, while arnel drove to edmonton twice a week. 

“We knew early on that we would eventually have a practice together,” 
says arnel. “We discovered that we truly enjoyed similar methods 
of practising but more importantly, our personalities complemented 
each other. This solidified our vision and goals for our practice.  
We merged our practices after two years out on our own.”

Is it easy to be life and business partners? Yes and no, reveals andrea. 
They’ve learned that delegating and separating roles has been pivotal 
for the health of their clinic and relationship – but they wouldn’t trade 
being in business with each other for anything in the world.  *

dr. arnel beaubrun, nd, and dr. andrea beaubrun, nd

Fifteen years ago, when CCNM had just celebrated its 25th anniversary, arnel and andrea beaubrun 
had just graduated and were beginning to embark on their professional paths.

“We knew early on that we would eventually have a practice together. We discovered that 
we truly enjoyed similar methods of practising but more importantly, our personalities 
complemented each other. This solidified our vision and goals for our practice.”

 dr. arnel beaubrun, nd

STUDeNT aND  
aLUMNI SUCCeSS – 
heaLING IN The  
FOOThILLS OF The  
rOCKY MOUNTaINS
Dr. andrea beaubrun, ND,
and Dr. arnel beaubrun, ND



Top left: Integra Naturopathics in 
Calgary, alberta. The clinic is owned 
and operated by arnel and andrea.

Top right: The host of clinical services 
available at Integra Naturopathics.

Left: Dr. andrea beaubrun, ND.

below: Dr. arnel beaubrun, ND,  
former member of CCNM’s board  
of Governors.
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Paul, a Class of 2011 graduate, is especially keen on strengthening the 
profession in this way and calls it the “perfect decision” for him and aOr.

“There’s no one better than CCNM, who is a leader in both 
education and research,“ says Paul. “We want to support the future 
of the profession and students are at the front and centre of that.”

Over the course of about four months, Paul and CCNM leadership 
engaged in numerous discussions to fine-tune aOr’s proposal. 
They spoke to the College’s aOr student representative, polled 
students, and met with faculty and administration. The result was  
a balance of first-year entrance scholarships, second- and third-year 
bursaries, and fourth-year scholarships with amounts increasing 
incrementally as students progress through their studies.

“We had a very distinct vision of what we wanted and how we 
wanted it broken down. and we really want to help students 
become successful clinicians,” Paul explains.

Paul understands the financial concerns that many students 
experience, having been one not that long ago. as a graduate with 

a thriving clinical practice, Paul wanted to give back in a way  
that enables students to focus on their future professional success 
and not have to worry about their next tuition payment.

“My success in my practice and with aOr afforded me an 
opportunity to gain some perspective on the place that gave  
me my start,” Paul says. “I thought, ‘how can I make it better?  
What can I do to make my mark on helping future generations?’” 

Many in the profession agree that learning about how to be a 
successful naturopathic doctor happens after graduation – but 
getting the degree first is pivotal. Once students gain a solid 
educational foundation, such as the one provided by CCNM, 
they can go on to accomplish great things – as clinicians, authors, 
professors, researchers, and public officials.

“If we get stuck in our own little practices, our profession doesn’t 
grow,” reflects Paul. “We’re not sharing our life-saving medicine with 
other people. We’re maybe not looking at our College as a source  
of pride, but we should. To make a strong profession we need strong 
NDs, and to make strong NDs we need a strong school.”  *

SUPPOrTING  
The FUTUre  
OF NDs

CCNM has seen tremendous growth in the area of scholarships and bursaries in the last few years. Thanks  
to the support of Dr. Paul hrkal, ND, medical director of advanced Orthomolecular research (aOr), a 
commitment of $150,000 is in place to extend financial assistance to students in every year of the program.

dr. paul hrkal, nd, outside his practice at the  
pain and Wellness centre in maple, ontario.

$2,500 (3) $1,000 (10) $1,500 (8) $2,500 (6)

aor is oFFering the FolloWing scholarships and bursaries to ccnm students

entrance scholarships 
Three scholarships of $2,500 
will be awarded to students 
entering their first year with the 
highest GPa. 

second-year bursaries 
Ten bursaries of $1,000 will be 
offered to students registered in their 
second year. The bursaries will be 
awarded to full-time students who 
demonstrate financial need and have a 
minimum cumulative GPa of 3.0

third-year bursaries  
eight bursaries of $1,500 will be 
offered to students registered in their 
third year. The bursaries will be 
awarded to full-time students who 
demonstrate financial need and have a 
minimum cumulative GPa of 3.0

Fourth-year scholarships 
Six scholarships of $2,500  
will be awarded to students  
in their fourth year with the 
highest GPa. 



dr. paul hrkal, nd,
medical director, advanced 
orthomolecular research (aor)

supporting  
the Future oF the 

proFession 
Student success is at the  

front and centre of naturopathic  
medicine’s growth in Canada.
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ccnm turning point campaign steering committee

Since its inception, the activities and direction of the Turning Point campaign are supported by a five-member Steering Committee 
comprised of senior leaders in the naturopathic industry who believe in CCNM’s vision and are partnering with the College to get there:

randall demone 
cyto-matrix

sanjiv Jagota 
nature’s source

dr. Jodie peacock, nd 
nutritional Fundamentals 
for health

Kim piller
chair, ccnm steering 
committee

Franco salituro 
canprev

The campaign, driven forward by collaboration and consultations 
with numerous health-care professionals and organizations  
who believe in CCNM’s mission, is advancing naturopathic 
medicine in Canada.

The campaign is anchored by three pillars:

leadership in education 
Through a focus on offering an enriching and robust education  
in naturopathic medicine, CCNM is upgrading classrooms  
and the library, providing faculty development opportunities, 
and offering resources to graduates as they chart their own 
professional course.

research and innovation 
an innovation hub will be developed at the College, where 
researchers, students and member of the profession come  
together to cultivate ideas, generate data, and explore pertinent 
health-care topics. 

collaboration and connection 
CCNM is pursuing partnerships with other health-care 
professionals to support practices that deliver the best possible 
health outcomes for patients.

Turning Point represents a shift in the way we view the place of naturopathic medicine within the health-care 
paradigm. Two years ago, CCNM consulted with several stakeholders, including students, alumni, donors, 
its board of governors, and the wider profession to crystallize a transformative vision for the College – one 
that sees naturopathic medicine at the forefront of the conversations around health care. 

CCNM’S  
TUrNING POINT 
CaMPaIGN 



research  
& innovation

Our goal is to consolidate  
CCNM’s position as a global leader 
in research for complementary  
medical practices by establishing  
a new innovation hub.

leadership  
in education

Our goal is to deliver an enriched, 
rigourous and engaging educational 
experience so that our students can 
pursue their professional calling 
with confidence.

collaboration  
& connection

Our goal is to advance integrative 
and supportive practices that 
empower patients with access to 
the full spectrum of health care 
options delivered with the highest 
professional care.

CCNM’s Turning Point campaign 
is anchored by these pillars:
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ThaNK YOU CCNM SUPPOrTerS

$1 million Plus
The Lotte and John hecht 

Memorial Foundation 
The Schad Foundation

$500,000 Plus
John & Thea Patterson 
Metagenics

$100,000 Plus
atrium Innovations 
CanPrev Premium Natural  

health Products 
Dr.	Michael	A.	Prytula,	ND	/	

NaturoMedic.org 
Integrated Orthomolecular 

Network 
The J.W. McConnell Family 

Foundation

$50,000 Plus
bioclinic Naturals 
bob bernhardt
body Mind Science  

resources Ltd. 
Community Foundation  

of Ottawa 
Cyto-Matrix Inc. 
electro-Therapeutic Devices Inc. 

(eTD Inc.)

$25,000 Plus
advanced Orthomolecular 

research (aOr)
Douglas Laboratories of Canada 
Dr. Jayson Grossman, DC, ND
Genuine health 
Mississaugas of Scugog Island 

First Nation 

Progressive Nutritional Therapies 
roger & Mary McCrorie 
St. Francis herb Farm Inc.

$10,000 Plus
alpha Science Laboratories 
barbara Young 
bioforce Canada Inc. 
biotics research Canada 
Dr. Kieran Cooley, ND
Dr. Nick De Groot, ND
eastern Currents  

Distributing Ltd. 
Gwen Lee 
hooper’s Pharmacy &  

Vitamin Shop 
Keith Pownall
Kim & Irene Piller 
Life Choice Ltd. 
Nutritional Fundamentals  

for health (NFh)
rocky Mountain analytical

$5,000 Plus
Dr. Dugald Seely, ND
Dr. Leslie Solomonian, ND
Ljubisa Terzic 
Wellesley Therapeutics

$2,500 Plus
Designs for health Inc.
Dr. Jasmine Carino, ND
Dr. Michael Mason-Wood, ND
Dr. Shehab el-hashemy, ND
Dr. William Dronyk, ND
Dr. Zeynep Uraz, ND
enerex Nutritional brilliance 

Simone Philogène 
Susan Langley 
Sylvia Kada

$1,000 Plus
art Welter 
Clef des Champs  

herboristerie Inc. 
Dhru Purohit 
Dr. hal huff, ND
Dr. Joanna Sparrow, ND
Dr. Jonathan Prousky, ND
Frances Makdessian 
James Davidson 
Mary Crawford 
Pierre Dorion 
Shiraz and Nurjehan bharmal

$500 Plus
ann Seely
Catherine Patterson 
Dr. rachel Stewart, ND
easy TCM Ltd. 
Karen Claney 
railbender Studio 
rosario barter 
rosemina hirji 
Winston Meyer

$250 Plus
benevity Community  

Impact Fund 
Christabelle Sethna 
Dr. Gillian Flower, ND
Gilbert Deschamps 
Janet Miller MacKay 
United Way

$100 Plus
alexandria Fernandes hoyt 
allison Phillips 
annabel Lee 
beth Green 
Cathy hawara 
Charlie O’brien 
Colleagues at Cra Osborne 
Danielle Chabot 
David archibald 
Debbie Pearson 
Deepak Wanner 
Delores Gugler 
Dorothy brazeau 
Dr. rahima hirji, ND
eric Cooper 
eric Grunsky 
helena Van ryn 
Jackie & Michael Denham 
Jacky & Ken Lankin 
Jane Martin 
John Christopher Secord 
Judith George 
Laurie Kelly 
Linda & Mac Sparrow 
Mark Grafton 
Melanie Mathieu 
Michele Webster 
Ottawa School of embodied 

Yoga Therapy 
rose Smith 
Shirley D’souza 
Stamford Collegiate 
Sue Wilson 
United Way of Greater Victoria 
Zahir bhanji 

The Canadian College of Naturopathic Medicine (CCNM) is 
fortunate to benefit from a long list of friends and supporters. 
The following individuals and organizations help CCNM achieve  
its mission to educate, develop and train naturopathic doctors 
through excellence in health education, clinical services and 
research that integrate mind, body and spirit.

by investing in research, scholarship, teaching clinics and 
other areas at the College, our supporters help CCNM lead 
the development of primary health care through education in 
naturopathic medicine and foster positive change in our health,  
our environment and our health-care system.

CCNM is a charitable education institution, and receives no 
direct financial support from federal or provincial governments. 
Our financial health depends on the generosity and commitment 
of our supporters, who believe in the work we do and support 
naturopathic education and research. On behalf of our students, 
alumni, faculty, staff and clinic patients, we thank you.

The following list recognizes cumulative giving from active 
supporters who contributed $50 or more between august 1, 2016 
and July 31, 2017.
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advanced Orthomolecular 
research (aOr)

bioclinic Naturals
bioforce Canada Inc.
CanPrev Premium Natural  

health Products Ltd.

Clef des Champs 
herboristerie Inc. 

Cyto-Matrix Inc.
Designs for health Inc.
Douglas Laboratories  

of Canada

eastern Currents  
Distributing Ltd.

electro-Therapeutic Devices Inc. 
(eTD Inc.)

enerex Nutritional brilliance 
Genuine health

Life Choice Ltd.
Progressive Nutritional Therapies
St. Francis herb Farm Inc.
Wellesley Therapeutics

giFt-in-Kind contributions
the following companies have generously donated gifts-in-kind in the past year:

In memory of:
agnes L. Piller
angie Chester

Dr. anthony Godfrey, ND
emery Kada
Luigi Frustaglio

Dr. Mubina Jiwa, ND
Dr. richard D. McCrorie, ND
rosemarie e. Kranics

Sara Koke
Stephen P. Green
Valeria Crasto

tribute and in-memoriam donations
We are grateful for the gifts made in honour of and in memory of the following individuals:

estate of Frances eastman
estate of Gordon Wilinski
estate of Ina Meares

estate of Joyce Isabella 
Vanderburgh

estate of Linda Ganly

estate of Lucy hopkins
estate of Marilyn a.  

Scheifele

estate of Patricia Thorsley
heinz Vollenweider

legacy giving
We thank the following donors who have made gifts of a lifetime through bequests or life insurance:

$1 million Plus
husky Injection Molding  

Systems Ltd.

$250,000 Plus
essiac Canada International
Valeant Canada Consumer 

Products

$100,000 Plus
Jane M. Wilson

$50,000 Plus
biomed International Products 

Corporation
Karen van Dongen
Natural Factors Nutritional 

Products Ltd.

$25,000 Plus
SISU Inc.

$10,000 Plus
Carp agricultural Society
Dion Phaneuf
Dr. Verna hunt, ND

ernst & Young
Land art Inc.
Paul battistuzzi

strong historical support
We thank the following for their generous historical contributions to ccnm. although they are not current donors,  
we appreciate their support over the years:

$50 Plus
alma Sullivan 
angel arts 
angela anderson
anne McLellan
ashok balakrishnan 
aysha Malik 
bill Connor 
Carolyn & bert Von Kalckreuth 
Cathy Tremblay 

Dairon Campbell 
Debra Wolf 
Diane O’Connor 
Don Moors 
Dr. Keshia bishop, ND
elaine Lefebvre 
elizabeth huard 
elizabeth Shales 
Gail & bryan berrington 
heather bystryk 

Ian Mack 
Jenny & Michael Woodford 
Larry Favotto 
Laura Cranstone 
Lester b Pearson Catholic  

high School Staff 
Linda Skuce 
Lynn berndt-Weis 
Maher Khouzam 
Matthew Corbett 

Phyllis & edmond abdella 
Passero 

richard billard 
robert Chalmers 
Shirley & Sam Speight 
Susan Speck 
Wendy & Les Knight 
William & Cheryl Miller 
William & Sharon Prow 
YanFang Zhang 
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ThaNK YOU OICC FOUNDaTION SUPPOrTerS 

In December of 2016, the Ottawa Integrative Cancer Centre 
Foundation received its status as a registered charity and became 
the fundraising arm for the Ottawa Integrative Cancer Centre 
(OICC). The OICC is fortunate to benefit from many friends 
and supporters. The following individuals and organizations 
help the centre achieve its mission to provide evidence-informed 
integrative and preventative cancer care, research and education 
across the spectrum of prevention to survivorship. The OICC  
is a flagship model interdisciplinary centre that provides  
whole-person integrative care to people with cancer, cancer 
survivors and others seeking cancer prevention.

by investing in research, subsidized care and specialized patient 
programs, our supporters help people living with cancer cope 
better with their disease and find relief from the debilitating 
effects of chemotherapy, surgery and radiation.

The OICC receives no direct financial support from federal  
or provincial governments. Our financial health depends on  
the generosity and commitment of our supporters, who believe 
in the work we do. On behalf of our clinic patients, health care 
providers and staff, we thank you.

The following list recognizes supporters who contributed  
$50 or more between December 2016 and December 2017. 

$50,000 Plus
Ottawa Senators Foundation 

$10,000 Plus
National Capital Marathon Inc. 
John & Thea Patterson 
Cyto-Matrix Inc. 
Community Foundation of 

Ottawa 

$5,000 Plus
Dr. Dugald Seely, ND 
hill & Knowlton Strategies 

Canada 
Ottawa Dragon boat Foundation 

$1,000 Plus
9342672 Canada Inc. 
amanda bon 
anonymous 
Geri Murray 
J.e. Panneton Family Foundation 
Jacob Feenstra 
Kelly Stufko 
McGee Ferrone Charitable 

Foundation 
MP Lundy Construction 
Pam Norris 
Shorty Jenkins Curling Classic 
Terra20 
The Clocktower brew Pub  

– elgin Street 
The Ottawa Curling Club 
William Van Iterson 

$200 Plus
alexander Duffie 
andrea horton 
anonymous
Cathy MacLaren 
Clare Morris 
CoKanna Designs 
Diana M. Merlini 
George Farnsworth 
Janet Miller MacKay 
Jodi Norris 
John D’Sousa 
Judy Young 
Louise royer 
Michelle Synek 
Nigel Walker 
Ottawa	Sport	&	Social	Club	/ 

N bridgland enterprises Inc.
richard Patten 
robert baldock 
rodney Wilts 
Sandra Lynch 
The Clocktower brew Pub  

– 1702483 Ontario Inc. 
The Clocktower brew Pub 

– richmond road 
The Clocktower brew Pub Ltd.  

– bank St. 
The Clocktower brew Pub Ltd.  

– Clarence St. 
Walter Isotalo 

$50 Plus
administrative Data  

Processing Unit 
ali adibfer 
andrea Sternberg 
anonymous 
antonietta Price 
antonio Cellucci 
ariane arpin Delorme 
asha Philar 
audrey Moore 
barbara Larocque 
beth Green 
betty ann Dewitt 
bonnie Stethem 
brad Coombs 
brenda McConnell 
brigitte Patry 
bruce Simpson 
Carol Middlemiss 
Carole Ferris 
Catherine Thake 
Cheryl Campagna 
Christian Maguire 
Christina roy 
Christine Pappas 
Cleon Streitmatter 
Colette Joanisse 
Colin Smith 
Colleen Little 
David McWilliam 
Derek Cefaloni 
Diana birka 

Diana Densmore 
Dirk de Snayer 
Donna Miller 
Donna harper 
elaine brazeau 
eric Grunsky 
estelle Dube 
Gaetana Pennella 
Gail robinson 
Gerald budge 
Gina Da Silva 
Gisele Chatelain Mcbride 
Gordon Young 
Gus Charalampidis 
Gwenn Osborne 
heather hurst 
heidi Vincent 
helene Nolan 
Inez O’Shaughnessy 
Jean-Louis Laberge 
John Doyle 
John bradley 
Judy Martin 
Julianna allan 
Kailey Zahn 
Karen Parker-Masarone 
Kathleen Simmons 
Leanne Seifert 
Linda Campbell 
Linda Chong 
Lisa Vlugt 
Livia Ianiro 
Louis belisle 
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$50 Plus (continued)
Louise Gratton 
Lynn allan 
Lynn beach 
Marco Pagani 
Margaret Spec 
Marguerite hale 
Maria bedynski 
Marnie bennett 
Mathew James 
Michel Lepage 

Micheline Delorme 
Mike Nolan 
Monika Janus-healey 
Nadia brault 
Natale Giangioppo 
Nino Ianiro 
Norma-Jean Wylie 
OMS Montessori 
Patricia Cavasin 
Personal Touch hair 
Philip Munro 

Phinh Dao 
Phylis Coutinho 
Pina Young 
Priska Speck 
rebecca reid 
rita Finnigan 
robert Ianiro 
robert Thomas 
ron beaver 
Sara Cooper 
Sheila Moore 

Sue Wilson 
Suzanne bouvier 
Tariq bhanjee 
The Kent St. Canadian Tire Team 

1988 to 1992 
Therese Labelle 
Tom Ware 
Valeri Trudeau 
Vedrana residovic 
Yue hu 
Yvette hackett 

In Honour of:
audrey Seely Wanner
Jillian O’Connor
Patrizia Delaney
Todd Plaskacz
William and D. hanlon

In memory of:
abraham Penning
alene Johnson
barry and S. baker
behram Sethna
belva & Jennifer W. Lynn
Craig Spec
David Wilson

Dean Fitzpatrick
erika Farrington
Giuseppe Catanzariti
John Seely
Karting for Kris
Ken Wylie
Krzysztof Fedyk
Léo Parisien
Maria L. Polito

Marjorie a. Killarn
Michael Synek
Nicole Trudeau
rheo amyot
roberta Fernandes
ronald Christie
Sharon boeyen
Suzanne Noel
Tad MacMillan

tribute and in-memoriam donations
We are grateful for the gifts made in honour of and in memory of the following individuals:

abbey retreat Centre
advanced Orthomolecular 

research Inc. (aOr)
anderson Medical Specialty 

associates biotics  
research Inc.

assured Naturel Distribution Inc. 
(bioclinic Naturels)

bastyr University
bill van Iterson
Canadian association of  

Thoracic Surgeons
Canadian Cancer Society
Canadian Institutes of  

health research
Canadian Interdisciplinary 

Network for Complementary 
and alternative Medical 
research (IN – CaM)

CheO Foundation
Cyto-Matrix Inc.
Dalhousie University
Delivra Inc.
Gateway for Cancer research
haliburton County Development 

Corporation
health Source Integrative 

Medical Centre
Integrated health Clinic  

Cancer Care Centre
John & Thea Patterson & family
Marsden Centre of Naturopathic 

excellence
Medicine, University Technology 

Sydney
ND Notes
Nutritional Fundamentals for 

health (NFh)
Ottawa hospital research 

Institute

Patterson Institute for Integrative 
Cancer research

PuraPharm Corporation Limited
Stewart brown, Genuine health
Telus
The australian research Centre 

on Complementary and 
Integrative Medicine

The Canadian CaM  
research Fund

The Canadian College of 
Osteopathy

The Centre for addiction and 
Mental health

The International Congress 
on The Ontario Ginseng 
Innovation and research 
Consortium

The Lotte and John hecht 
Memorial Foundation

The Naturopathic Medical 
Students association

The S.T.a.r.T Clinic for Mood 
and anxiety Disorders

The University of Toronto
The World Naturopathic 

Federation
Vital Victoria Naturopathic Clinic
Wakunaga of america
William Osler health System & 

brampton Civic hospital
Wise elephant Family  

health Team
Women’s breast health Centre, 

The Ottawa hospital
York Downs Chemists

research partners and supporters
the following research partners and supporters have supported both the canadian college of naturopathic medicine  
and the ottawa integrative cancer centre:
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GOVerNaNCe GOVerNaNCe 

board oF governors 2017*

The Institute of Naturopathic 
education and research (INer) 
operates CCNM and the robert 
Schad Naturopathic Clinic 
(rSNC). INer is registered as  
a charitable organization and 
CCNM receives no direct 
government funding.

CCNM’s board of Governors 
consists of naturopathic doctors 
and laypersons from a variety of 
disciplines, elected by INer 
members. The board’s mandate 
is to govern the organization 
[the Corporation (INer) 
operating as the Canadian 
College of Naturopathic 
Medicine (CCNM)] through 
effective policy oversight and 
ensuring executive performance 
achieves the vision and goals  
of the organization. 

*as at July 31, 2017

iner board of governors

dr. colleen mcquarrie,  
b.sc., ba, nd 
(Chair)
Clinic Director and Founder, 
Ottawa Integrative Health Centre 
Ottawa, Ontario

dr. carol morley, b.Kin., nd 
(Vice-Chair)
Owner/Operator, Zawada Health 
Mississauga, Ontario

david nostbakken, phd
(Vice-Chair)
President, China Green Channel 
International Director and  
Executive Vice President,  
Ecology Global Network 
Ottawa, Ontario

sameet batavia, ca
(Treasurer)
Partner, Pricewaterhouse 
Coopers
Toronto, Ontario

dr. arnel beaubrun, b.sc., nd
Owner, Integra Naturopathics 
Calgary, alberta

rick davey, phd 
Toronto, Ontario

neil davis, llb 
Partner, Davis Webb LLP 
Toronto, Ontario

victoria hemming, mba
Ottawa, Ontario

dr. daphne Jurgens, b.sc., nd
Ottawa, Ontario

dr. christine davis, b.sc.  
(hons.), nd
Health Promotion Manager,  
Magna International 
Toronto, Ontario  

emily bell
Student Governor, Class of 2019

ron noble, mba
Toronto, Ontario

dr. gannady raskin, nd
Miami, Florida

eileen tobey, apr, F(cprs)
President, beSPEAK 
Communications 
Toronto, Ontario

non-voting representatives

bob bernhardt, phd
President/CEO, CCNM

Jason gemmill 
(Secretary) 
Executive Assistant,  
President’s Office, CCNM

dr. lindsey White, nd  
(Staff Representative)
Director, Clinic Services, CCNM

dr. Kimberlee  
blyden-taylor, nd 
(Faculty Representative)
Clinic Faculty, CCNM



back row (l-r): ron noble, dr. gannady raskin, nd, david nostbakken, phd (vice chair), eileen tobey, dr. Kimberlee blyden-taylor, nd  
(Faculty representative), dr. christine davis, nd

Front row (l-r): emily bell (student governor), dr. carol morley, nd (vice chair), bob bernhardt (president & ceo), dr. colleen mcquarrie, nd (chair),  
dr. lindsey White, nd (staff representative), dr. daphne Jurgens, nd

absent: sameet batavia, dr. arnel beaubrun, nd, neil davis, rick davey, victoria hemming
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executive committee

bob bernhardt, phd
President & CEO

dr. nick de groot, nd
Dean

simone philogène, ma
Chief Enrolment, Marketing  
& Communications Officer
President, CCNM Press

barbara young, ba
Executive Director 
Human Resources

academic and clinical leadership

dr. Jasmine carino, nd
Associate Dean of 
Curriculum and Residency

dr. dugald seely, nd, m.sc.
Executive Director of the  
Ottawa Integrative Cancer 
Centre (OICC) and Research

dave hall, m.sc. (ed.)
Registrar

Keith pownall, llm
Legal Counsel

dr. Jonathan prousky, 
nd, m.sc., ma
Chief Naturopathic  
Medical Officer

dr. Jonathan tokiwa,  
nd, rn, m.ed.
Associate Dean,  
Academic Education

dr. lindsey White, nd
Director, Clinic Services

dr. mitchell Zeifman, nd
Associate Dean,  
Clinical Education

LeaDerShIP 
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our vision

CCNM will make naturopathic medicine an integral part  
of health care through pre-eminent education, research and 
clinical services.

our mission

the canadian college of naturopathic medicine will:

•	 Demonstrate	excellence	in	education	to	our	students,	 
supporting them throughout their careers;

•	 Provide	a	working	environment	that	allows	our	faculty	 
and staff to excel;

•	 Expand	our	knowledge	of	naturopathic	medicine	through	 
high quality research;

•	 Excel	in	delivering	naturopathic	medicine	to	our	patients;
•	 Forge	a	strong	relationship	between	allopathic	and	naturopathic	

medicine with a focus on affordable, accessible and effective 
health care;

... and so make the practice of naturopathic medicine widely 
acknowledged as key to maintaining patient health.

Five ends

to drive ccnm in its pursuit of excellence in naturopathic 
medicine, ccnm’s board of governors has developed five 
“ends” or goals:

excellence in education
educate naturopathic doctors on the basis of clear and focused 
curriculum, delivered by the most competent faculty, and graduate 
high-quality naturopathic doctors.

high-quality clinical services
Provide high-quality naturopathic care in a clinical setting, resulting 
in positive educational experiences for students and positive 
outcomes for patients and clients.

excellence in research
Conduct and disseminate research relevant to naturopathic 
medicine and help develop skills among faculty, students,  
and graduates that foster research activity and a culture of 
evidence-informed clinical practice.

prominent national profile
Increase the awareness and respect of the College among the 
profession, other health practitioners, government and the public.

change agent
Foster positive change in our health, our environment, and our 
health-care system through the promotion of the principles and 
practices of naturopathic medicine.

VISION aND MISSION



There are Far,  
Far beTTer ThINGS aheaD.
cs lewis

What does lay ahead for CCNM in its next decade, after forty fantastic years?  
While we can’t say for sure, we know that we will continue to benefit from outstanding 
students, inspiring teachers and naturopathic doctors, and being part of a naturopathic 
community across North america and around the world that values kindness, prevention, 
service, and the principles embodied in the naturopathic oath.

naturopathic doctor’s oath

I dedicate myself to the service of humanity  
as a practitioner of the art and science of naturopathic medicine.

by precept, education and example,  
I will assist and encourage others to strengthen their health,  
reduce risks for disease, and preserve the health of our planet  
for ourselves and future generations.  
I will continually endeavour to improve my abilities.  
I will conduct my life and practice of naturopathic medicine  
with integrity and freedom from prejudice.  
I will keep confident what should not be divulged.

I will honour the principles of naturopathic medicine:
First, to do no harm.
To co-operate with the healing power of nature.
To address the fundamental causes of disease.
To heal the whole person through individualized treatment.
To teach the principles of healthy living and preventive medicine.

With my whole heart, before these witnesses,  
as a Doctor of Naturopathic Medicine,  
I pledge to remain true to this oath.
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the canadian college of naturopathic medicine
educating naturopathic doctors for over 40 years


